Continuous Versus Sequential Acquisition Head Computed Tomography: A Phantom and Clinical Image Quality Comparative Study.
Sequential computed tomography (CT) technique remains the most common protocol for CT evaluation of the head despite nearly universal adoption of continuous technique for all other body parts. This may be attributable to the belief by radiologists that this technique is superior to helical scanning uniquely for this indication. This study attempts to clarify the issue. A phantom evaluation and a prospective randomized clinical image quality trial were performed comparing sequential and helical technique using the most current generation 128-row detector CT scanner. Phantom evaluation demonstrated equivalence between the 2 techniques for low-contrast resolution and line pair spatial discrimination. Continuous scanning provided the highest contrast-to-noise ratio. There was no significant difference between the 2 techniques regarding image quality except for cortical visualization at the cerebral hemispheres, which was subtly but significantly superior for sequential technique. Head CT image quality for sequential and continuous techniques are virtually equivalent.